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Presidents Message August 2000
By Bob Craven, N7GTE
Hi all. I hope your summer is unfolding for you just how you
want it to. As for the Club, we had a successful Field Day in
June with fairly good turnout with more than 60 attending during
the 2 days the event took place plus set up on Friday.
Many of you assisted at the North Salt Lake fireworks show
and the Layton parade. Thank you goes to Daryl Duffin, NU7X,
for working with North Salt Lake City, and to Chuck Chambers,
W7LFI, for working with Layton City, for the amateur radio
volunteers at these events. I don't have a list of all of you that
helped but, many thanks for your support.
We just finished the Bountiful Handcart Days parade and I
have been told it was the most successful parade Bountiful
City has sponsored.
We had a great team of volunteer amateurs and non-amateurs
that made Assembly, Start and Public Address run as smooth
as silk. Our Commander, Gary Johnson, KD7DND, worked
with Bountiful City and the Parade Committee, and did an
excellent job of organizing and coordinating all aspects of the
ham radio effort. Thanks Gary
Next time you see any of these leaders, offer a handshake and
thank them for a job well done.
Gary also extends a thank you to all who helped at the parade.
Posts were manned and assignmnets carried out perfectly.
I am including the list of volunteers from the Bountiful parade so
those who were not there can see how extensive our effort
was. (Now if we could only get that kind of participation at Field
Day!)
BOUNTIFUL PARADE VOLUNTEERS JULY 23, 2000
NAME

CALL

ASSIGMENT

JOHN MABEY
ALLEN JAMERSON
BRENT THOMAS
DARYL DUFFIN
PAUL DOWDING
CLARK DOWDING

W7CWK
KE7BG
AC7H
NU7X
N7TYL
N7TDT

NCS PA
NCS
NCS
MOBILE
PA1
PA2

Go to page 4

Field Day, June 24-25, 2000

Yea olde Field Day site

Wasatch Front
100-Mile
Endurance Run
- Sept. 9-10
By L. Brent Thomas, AC7H
The Wasatch 100-Mile
Endurance Run is scheduled
this year for September 9 and
10. It is held every year on the
weekend following Labor day.

compiled for use throughout
the race.
At the finish line, there are a
network of five or more
computers for gathering and
distributing the runner
information. Some of the users
of the information are the race
support teams, the check point
people, the race officials, the
media, the interested public,
other racers, family members,
Go to page 4

Over 200 runners will start in
the Layton, Utah, area and run
over mountain trails for 100
miles ending at the Sundance
Ski resort.
The race starts at 5 AM
Saturday morning and finishes
at 5 PM on Sunday evening,
followed by a banquet and
awards ceremony.
There are about 18 Check
points and aid stations along
the trail, maned mostly by
Amateur radio operators.
Some of these stations are 4wheel drive locations, some
are even hike or horse ride in,
and some are easy access.
Amateur radio plays a big part
in making this event a success;
every runner is timed and
logged into and out of each
check point. This information is
then passed to the finish line,
mostly by packet radio. The
information is then computer

The cook, NU7X, and his
helper, W7LFI --in their usual
Field Day pose - June 2000.

Marginal Thinking...
Remember When?
Getting a foot of snow was a
dream come true.
Abilities were discovered
because of a “double-dogdare.”

July VE Exam Results
The VE Exam Session July 5 at Farmington had 17 Candidates.
Here is how they faired:
Name
Callsign
New Class
Scott R. Clawson
KD7JUZ
T
Johnathan D. Hambleton
KD7JVA
T
Samuel E. Lack, Jr.
KD7JVB
T
Clayton J. Wight
KD7JVC
T
Arthur Michaelson
W7USU
G
Jerald D. McLall
KD7IHL
G
Gregg L. Moore
KD7BPQ
G
John J. Peters
WA7QPD
G
Roy D. Rasband
KF4USN
G
Eve Sagers
KD7HEI
G
Kenneth R. Cuddeback Sr. K7KRC
E
Paul E. Ducharme
W7COH
E
Byron A. Hellewell
WB7ACJ
E
Many thanks to Marc Uhrey, AB7PL, for providing these names
and new calls.
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Marginal Thinking... Remember When?
t was a big deal to finally be tall enough to ride the “big people”
rides at the amusement park.

Marginal Thinking... Remember when?

Older siblings were the worst tormentors, but also the fiercest protectors.

Davis County
Emergency Numbers

Volunteers gather at 7:30 AM for the Bountiful Handcart Days
Parade, July 22. See more parade pictures elsewhere in this
issue.

More Field Day 2000 -Bunch of tired fellas...

910 - 774-7256
911 - 911
912 - 298-6000
913 - 451-4150
914 - 777-3007
915 - 544-1241
916 - 629-8221
917 - 774-1010
918 - 576-8606
919 - 479-9290

Clearfield Dispatch
Davis County Dispatch
Bountiful-NON Emergency Dispatch
Davis Co - NON Emergency Dispatch
Hill Air Force Base
Layton Dispatch
Ogden City PD
Roy City NON Emergency Dispatch
SL County UHP
Weber County UHP

Davis County Amateur
His ducky eyeballs
Radio Club
are upon you!!
Photo by KC7RAG
P.O. Box 763
Bountiful, Utah 84011-0763
The DCARCommunicator is written, typeset and printed in the good old U.S. of A by
the Davis County Amateur Radio Club. The club is an affiliate of the American Radio
Relay League (ARRL) and is incorporated in the State of Utah. The club meets on the
second Saturday of each month, unless other circumstances dictate changes... The
meetings are held at the Davis County Sheriff's Office, 800 West State St., Farmington,
UT. Dues are $15 per year individual; $20 family; $10 for Senior Citizen over 65 years.
Those over 105 years, free. Dues may be mailed to the address above or be paid in
person at the club meeting. Typesetting is accomplished by a troop of Trolls merrily
plying their trade under NU7X's dutch ovens. Every clank of the lid and bubble of the
contents spells out another completed delicious and spicy issue of the greatly desired
DCARCommunicator tossed out into the arms of the hungrily waiting club members.

President

And, another view of the site....

More next month, if I get 'em processed... - Ed.
friends of the participants, and others.
The information is put into various reports available at the finish
line. There is even a computer on line available to the public for
acquiring individual runner information in a screen or printed
format.
The main purpose of the Amateur Radio communications is for
the safety of the runners and other participants. No check point is
allowed to secure until every runner has been verified through
that check point. There are search and rescue folks involved
should that be necessary.

(Go to page 4)

Bob Craven, N7GTE
298-7477
n7gte@yahoo.com
Vice President
Gary Johnson, KD7DND
gjohnson@das.state.ut.us 292-1212
Treasurer
Karin Smith, KD7CHP
544-7865
kd7chp@juno.com
Secretary
Starli Taft, KJ7IA
546-8074
starli@juno.com
Repeater
Daryl Duffin, NU7X
292-6728
nu7x@arrl.net
Newsletter Editor Lon Stuart, WM7E
936-1573
wm7e@arrl.net
536-4651
Photographer
Larry Powell, KD7AVY
536-4669
LarryP@oecmed.com
Education
We ain't got
no book learnin'
Trolls
ribs@hungryme.com
999-yumm
Field Day
All done!
Gone fishin'
Nobody home!!
ARES (State)
John Mabey, W7CWK
295-3024
mabey@arrl.net
ARES (Davis Co.) Hall Blankenship, KC7RAF
292-1695
hblankenship@prodigy.net
VE Exams
Marc Uhrey, AB7PL
771-0105
muhrey@oecmed.com
536-4782
DAV Node
John Mabey, W7CWK
295-3024
JOTA
Gary Smith, N7IHZ 544-7865
smithg@vitrex.net
Antenna Trailer
Ed Dollmeyer, KB7OLE
444-0160
Bill Spatz, N7OKD
774-8772
bspatz@earthlink.net
DCARC Store
Brent Thomas, AC7H
292-8110
Jim Fisher, KB7RUQ
773-1180
Mel Parkes, N5UVP
547-1753
Public Service
Nobody here...
Any takers?
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Packet Radio. Part Two.
By Clark Dowding, N7TDT
This is the second article in a short series I am writing about Packet Radio. Last time I gave a brief introduction to “Packet” including a
short description of the mode and an overview of our regional Packet network. I also described several types of connections you can
make using Packet. This month I will discuss Terminal Node Controllers (TNC) and describe how to build a basic VHF packet radio
station.
What is a packet TNC? Let me first describe a TNC by comparing it to something very similar; a modem. Nearly all of us have a used
modem as a method of connecting our Personal Computer (PC) to another computer or network via telephone lines. A TNC also
connects one PC to another but rather than using a phone line, it uses radio. The TNC, like a modem, uses built-in error-correcting
functions to keep its communications link open and relatively free of errors. Also, just like modems, there is a wide variety of sizes
and styles of TNCs available.
But that is where the short comparison must end because TNCs have some advanced features that most consumer modems lack.
For example, many TNCs have built-in mailbox management software which allows them to host an email session where another
radio amateur might connect to your station and leave you a message. TNCs also have the ability to act as digipeaters. That means
they can act as a digital repeater between two stations that cannot otherwise reliably communicate. TNCs have the ability to automatically send IDs or beacons at given intervals. They can be reprogrammed remotely. They can manage multiple connections from
multiple stations on one or more radio frequencies at the same time. They can store and forward messages. They can monitor
external equipment and automatically report anomalies. And all of this (plus a lot more) happens without even being connected to a
computer because TNCs have built-in “smarts”.
So why would you ever want to connect a PC to your TNC if it can do so much on its own? Because a PC is your two-way window
into what is going on inside your TNC and the outside packet world. The PC allows you to program your TNC and issue commands to
the packet station. Actually, it does not even have to be a PC that you use to control the TNC. Any device with a keyboard (or other
text entry device) and a serial port is capable of controlling a TNC. Examples of non-PC devices which Hams are using to control
TNCs include Palm Pilots, miniature palm-top computers, and Dumb Terminals. There is a wide variety of methods to control packet
stations. But rest assured that if you just want to use your home PC, it will be relatively easy to do so.
Is there any special software required to control a TNC? Well… while there will probably be some special software included (or
available as an option) for your new TNC, you can just use a simple terminal emulator included with most PCs to issue commands to
your TNC through the serial port. For example, I almost always use HyperTerminal (included for free with Windows95 and 98) to
control my TNCs and interact with the packet world. I have also used some nice TNC-specific software to control my TNC. The latter
programs are nice if you want to manage multiple sessions at the same time because they create a separate window for each active
session. In other words, if you want to carry on QSOs with two or more hams, this specialized software will give you a separate
window for each ham you are talking with and help you manage the various sessions.
At this point it is worth mentioning that there is some free software called ARESPAK which was written to control TNCs within the
Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES) service. Next time I will be discussing ARESPAK and the tremendous “emergency
services” potential of Packet Radio.
Lets finish up this current discussion by walking through what you need to build your first VHF Packet Radio station and make an initial
contact. There are three basic components: (1) a VHF radio, (2) a TNC and (3) a PC or similar device. A traditional TNC will have at
least two serial ports. One of the ports will be connected to your VHF radio and the other port will connect to your PC. While a
standard serial cable can usually connect the PC to the TNC, the cable required between the radio and the TNC will be more unique.
Most TNC manuals have a section full of explanations and drawings describing how to build the proper cable to interface to your radio.
The required parts for these cables are readily available and easily assembled; or you can choose from a myriad of inexpensive prebuilt interface cables serving nearly every type of radio & TNC combination from someone like MFJ.
Once you have all the hardware connected to each other, fire up the PC and TNC. You might want to leave the radio off to begin with.
You will need to use your PC to program your callsign and a few other parameters into the TNC before you can make active packet
connections. The commands to program the callsign and other initial parameters are usually neatly listed together in a “Getting
Started” or “Making Your First Connection” section of the TNC’s manual or your software manual.
Setting up the parameters is a simple procedure and you’ll probably only do it once since most traditional TNCs “remember” the
settings you give them. There are actually a lot of different TNC software settings you can adjust with your PC but the VAST majority
of them will work just fine in their default state. You’ll probably only need to assign your callsign in a place or two within the software
and perhaps type in a few “Welcome to my mailbox”-like messages. After that, you are ready to make connections!
Once the TNC is set-up, tune your 2 meter rig to 145.07 MHz in Davis County and try connecting to DAV. That is our Club’s local
packet node. Some other active callsigns that I’ve seen in my neck of the woods here in Bountiful are K7ERR, W7CT, K7DJB,
KC7RAF, NU7X, KK7EF, KD7DND, W7CWK and N7TDT. I got that list of Hams by issuing the “Show me the list of the most recent
stations heard” command. (IE. I typed MHEARD into my TNC and got back a list of packet stations recently heard.) After you leave
your station on for 30 minutes or so, try your “recently heard” command and see what you get. That will give you a list of stations with
whom you can try your first connection. As an example, you can just type “CONNECT N7TDT” or just “C N7TDT” to make your TNC
connect to another station. (Most TNC commands can be shortened like I just showed here when I substituted “C” for “CONNECT”.)
A final note about making packet connections. Connecting directly to most ham’s callsigns on packet will put you into their TNC’s
mailbox. If you want to try to connect to their TNC for a direct QSO with the operator (not the mailbox), then try putting a -1 at the end

MARGINAL THINKING...

Ever wonder if illiterate people get the full effect of alphabet soup?
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MARGINAL THINKING... I always wanted to be somebody, but I should have been more specific.

So what do you need to get yourself on packet? Probably
nothing more than a TNC and a couple new cables. It is easy
and fun. When you do get your packet station online, be sure to
leave me a message on my 24x7 packet mailbox N7TDT on
145.07 MHz. My station is standing by right now waiting for your
message!
MARGINAL THINKING...
The statistics on sanity are that one out of every four Americans
is suffering from some form of mental illness. Think of your three
best friends. If they are okay, then it’s you.

(Wasatch 100 - Cont)
There are over 100 amateur radio operators that participate in
this event each year. Should you be interested in getting involved
you need to contact a check point captain or Claud Grant,
WC7G, at his home at 486-3843. Ask Claud first if he has any
known needs or for the names of the check point captains.
This is a fun and very popular event and don’t be surprised if
there are no openings available.....
Because this event usually happens on a regular club meeting
day for DCARC, our September meeting is usually postponed as
is the case again this year. Watch for the September
DCARCommunicator for details.

Vol. 2K No. 8
KD7BEP
KD7CQH
KD7HEI
KD7HTA
KD7DND
KB7YEW
WA7KKN
KD7EKJ
KD7DHO
KF4USN
KC7QQR
KB7OLE
N7ZI

ZONE 8
ZONE 8
BANK 1
BANK1
CMDR
ROVER
ROVER
E
E
E

Just a reminder that the August DCARC Club meeting will be a
picnic on Thursday, August 10th at the Centerville Park, 400
South 700 East, Centerville, 6:30 PM (18:30 for you military
types). This will be a pot luck and "bring-your-own-meat" Bar-BQ. Please bring a pot luck side dish like salads, chips and dips,
etc. Family members are welcome. We look forward to a
enjoyable and fun evening.
Also, the September meeting is our annual swap meet and J-pole
antenna building activity. This year that meeting will be held
September 23rd. (1st Saturday is Labor Day weekend, 2nd
Saturday is Wasatch 100, and we could not get the school on the
3rd Saturday). See the next issue of the newsletter for more
details.

Marginal Thinking... Remember When?
Saturday morning cartoons weren’t 30-minute ads for action
figures.
Baseball cards in the spokes transformed any bike into a
motorcycle.

President's (Cont.)
BOB CRAVEN
LOYD DAVIS
JOHN BLACHAM
TOM MITCHEL
MARK HUTCHINS
STEPHEN GARLITZ
MARTIN EMPEY
KATHY RUDNICKI
MEL PARKES
GARY SMITH
KARYN WILLIS
SCOTT WILLIS
VANCE HUNT
GLORIA BARFUSS
ANN BLANKENSHIP
HALL BLANKENSHIP
CHUCK CHAMBERS
MATT ZUNDEL
ALIA ZUNDEL
DAN DOLAN
KARIN SMITH
VALON STOCK
EUGENE MCWHERTER
CAROL MCWHERTER
DAN FULLERTON
WALT MORTIMER
MARY FULLERTON
KEITH WILSON
GERALD SPURBECK
MARK HOFERITZA
MIKE YOUNGS
MARK UHREY
LANAE UHREY
DAVE JEFFS
LON STUART

N7GTE
K8EI
N7TEK
KD7DEM
N1UAJ
KD7JFZ
KD7EKJ
N7JSH
AC7CP
N7IHZ
KD7GCL
KD7EK0
KC7SUM
FRS
KC7RAG
KC7RAF
W7LFI
KD7HHW
KD7JGA
KD7GCO
KD7CHP
KC7EKJ
N70VT
KC7LLW
KC7RUF
KK7KQ
KC7YHY
KB7RUZ
N1XIO
AC7DN
KK7BZ
AB7PL
KC7WMO
KK7WI
WM7E

PA3
PA 4
PA 5
PA 6
PA 7
PA 8
PA 9
START TEAM
START TEAM
SHADOW 1
DISPATCH
DISPATCH
DISPATCH
DISPATC
ZONE 1
ZONE 1
ZONE 2
ZONE 2
ZONE 2
ZONE 2
ZONE 3
ZONE 3
ZONE 4
ZONE 4
ZONE 5
ZONE 5
ZONE 5
ZONE 6
ZONE 6
ZONE 6
ZONE 7
ZONE 7
ZONE 7
ZONE 7
ZONE 8

Used with Permission...
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MARGINAL THINKING... Remember when? Taking drugs meant orange-flavored chewable vitamins.

of the callsign. For example, if you connect to “NU7X-1” you
won’t see anything unless Daryl is sitting at his terminal ready to
type a message back to you. But if you connect to “NU7X”, you’ll
get a response from the mailbox por tion of his TNC and you can
leave him a message. That means Daryl has assigned the
callsign NU7X-1 to his terminal keyboard for direct QSOs and the
callsign NU7X to his mailbox.

DAVE PLATT
KAY PLATT
EVE SAGERS
JAMES OSWALD
GARY M
DAN DAVEN
STEVE HABOVSTAK
MARTIN EMPEY
DAVID OSWALD
ROY RASBAND
DAVE BODILY
ED DOLLMEYER
GARY LIPTROT
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FCC Launches CORES
The FCC has begun implementing the Commission Registration
System, known as CORES. While the action has few immediate
implications for Amateur Radio licensees, CORES registration
eventually will replace Universal Licensing System, or ULS,
registration.
Described as an agency-wide registration system for anyone
filing applications with or making payments to the FCC, CORES
will assign a unique 10-digit FCC Registration Number, or FRN to
all registrants. The FCC says use of the FRN will allow it to more
rapidly verify fee payment.
The on-line filing system and further information on CORES is
available by visiting the FCC Web site, http://www.fcc.gov and
clicking on the CORES registration link.
For the time being, using an FRN is voluntary, although the
Commission says it will consider making it mandatory in the
future for anyone doing business with the FCC.

L to R Scott Willis, KD7EKO, Allen Jameson, KE7GB at K7CEM
Net Control.

CORES registration will supplant ULS registration, but the ULS
will remain the licensing database system for Wireless Telecommunications Bureau licensees, including amateurs. For now, the
ULS remains available to new registrants. Amateurs who
registered in the ULS prior to June 22 automatically have been
registered in CORES and will receive an FCC Registration
Number in the mail. ULS registrants also may search for their
FRN on-line at the FCC’s CORES Web site.
A copy of the FCC Public Notice on CORES/FRN is available at
http://www.arrl.org/announce/regulatory/da001596.pdf

Marginal Thinking... Remember When?
Ice cream was considered a basic food group.
No shopping trip was complete, unless a new toy was brought
home.

H
A
N
D
C
A
R
T
D
A
Y
S
P
A
R
A
D
E

B
O
U
N
T
I
F
U
L

Orange vests keep us safe - we hope.

J
U
L
Y
2
2

Gary Johnson, KD7DND, our fearless leader, gets ready for the
big show at the Bountiful HandCart Days Parade July 22.

City parade chairman Scott Burt (red shirt, red hat, center)
directs a volunteer.

MARGINALTHINKING... Remember When?
“Oly-oly-oxen-free” made perfect sense.
Spinning around, getting dizzy and falling down was cause for
giggles.
The worst embarrassment was being picked last for a team.
War was a card game.
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Fearless leader Gary Johnson, KD7DND, heads out.

Dan Dolan Jr., KD7GCO
working assembly.

Vol. 2K No. 8

All ready to go...One of
our newest YL hams...

Vance Hunt, KC7SUM (on 4-wheeler), and Karyn Willis, KD7GCL
(orange vest), work assembly.

(L to R) Allen Jameson, KE7BG, at K7CEM net control for parade
assembly and L. Brent Thomas, AC7H.

More floats arrive and stage at assembly.

Anne Blankenship, KC7RAG, with her parade entry, ready to go
"horse mobile."

David Oswald, KD7DHO (wearing orange vest), and a Bountiful
Police officer at the 1800 S Main assembly check-in point.

MARGINALTHINKING... Remember when?
Water balloons were the ultimate weapons.

Hall Blankenship, KC7RAF, (yellow shirt red hat) working
assembly.
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More Hand
Cart Days
Parade...

Vol. 2K No. 8
PA-7

MARGINALTHINKING...
Remember when?
Nobody was prettier than
Mom.
Dad was the strongest man
alive.
Scrapes and bruises were
kissed and made better.

Clark Dowding,
N7TDT, (at right,
hat and light shirt)
working PA-2.

Paul Dowding (hat
& radio, far left) at
PA-3.

Loyd Davis, K8EI,
working (?) at PA-4.

Martin Empey,
KD7EKJ, getting
ready to man
PA-9.

And, it all started here - Mel Parkes, AC7CP (hat, shirt, vest, just
right of center), works parade start.

Many thanks goes to all shown and not shown in these pages for
your selfless volunteering of time and effort in making the Bountiful
Hand Cart Days Parade this year a success. The parade committee
couldn't have done it without you!!
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Net Schedules:
VHF:
Sun:
8pm
9pm
Mon.
8pm
9pm
Tues.
730pm
8pm
9pm
9pm
Wed.
8pm
8pm
9pm
Thurs.

7pm
730pm
8pm
3rd Thurs.8pm

UARC Packet
UARC Info
Mt. Harrison
VHF SSB
Weber Co ARES
VHF Swap
Utah Co., ARES
Bridgerland
UBET

146.62146.62147.00144.25
146.90146.94147.34+
146.72145.29145.43SLC Co., ARES
146.88MARA
(North) 145.49MARA (South)
146.68Davis Co., ARES 147.42S
Tooele ARS
145.39CSERG
145.77
RACES*
146.68145.49-

REMEMBER WHEN...

HF:
Beehive
Daily
1230pm
UT Code
Daily
730pm
FARM
Daily
8pm
No. Ut. 10 Mtr
Wed.
9pm
MARA Voice
Sat.
730am
MARA CW
Sat.
8am
RACES*
3rd Sat.* 8am
UT MARA
Sat.
830am
*NOTE: RACES Net is on VHF during
even months, and HF during odd
months. RACES numbers are req'd
for check-in.
Club Meetings:
Ogden ARC
UARC
Thiokol
Davis Co. ARC
Bridgerland

7pm
730pm
7pm
10am
730pm

Marginal Thinking ...

Parting Shots...
7.272
3.708
3.937
28313
3.918
3.723
3.918
3.873

3rd Wed.
1st Thurs.
1st Thurs.
2nd Sat.
2nd Thurs.

Don’t you wish you could go back to the time when...
Decisions were made by going “eeny-meeny-miney-mo.”
Mistakes were corrected by simply exclaiming, “do over!”
“Race issue” meant arguing about who ran the fastest.
Money issues were handled by whoever was the banker in “Monopoly.”
Catching fireflies happily occupied an entire evening.
It wasn’t odd to have two or three “best” friends.
Being old, referred to anyone over 20.
The net on a tennis court was the perfect height to play volleyball & rules didn’t matter.
The worst thing you could catch from the opposite sex was cooties.
It was magic when dad would “remove” his thumb.
It was unbelievable that dodgeball wasn’t an Olympic event.
--- Find the others in this month's DCARCommunicator --

Davis County Amateur Radio Club
P.O. Box 763
Bountiful, UT 84011-0763
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I arrived at work one morning and
noticed mouse droppings on my
desk. This isn’t exactly alarming
since I work in the middle of a
producing oil field. Feeling clever, I
dashed off the following e-mail to
the lady who handles such
infestations.

This morning I found scatological
evidence of mice on my desk. Can
I get some glue traps, or perhaps a
cage with an exercise wheel? :-)
Thanks.
I was certain that she would be
impressed by my erudition and wit,
but she proved both unflappable
and more clever. This is her reply.

I can only send over glue boards.
Mice are considered unauthorized
contractors and therefore are
ineligible to use the company’s
exercise equipment.
Adam and Eve had an ideal
marriage. He didn’t have to hear
about all the men she could have
married, and she didn’t have to
hear about the way his mother
cooked.
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Remember When? -- Having a weapon in school meant being caught with a slingshot.
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